Shadow Hunter Codex
Yeah, reviewing a book shadow hunter codex could grow your near connections listings. This is just
one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, carrying out does not suggest that you have
fabulous points.
Comprehending as with ease as covenant even more than further will give each success. next-door to,
the publication as with ease as perspicacity of this shadow hunter codex can be taken as with ease as
picked to act.

The Mortal Instruments Cassandra Clare 2010-10-19 Don’t miss The Mortal Instruments: City of Bones,
soon to be a major motion picture in theaters August 2013. The first three books in the #1 New York
Times bestselling Mortal Instruments series, available in a collectible paperback boxed set. Enter the
secret world of the Shadowhunters with this MP3 collection that includes City of Bones, City of Ashes,
and City of Glass. The Mortal Instruments books have more than five million copies in print, and this
collectible set of the first three volumes in paperback makes a great gift for newcomers to the series
and for loyal fans alike.
The Infernal Devices, the Complete Collection Cassandra Clare 2015-09-01 All three books in the
#1 New York Times bestselling Infernal Devices trilogy, are now available together in a collectible
paperback boxed set. The books have gorgeous new covers, maps, forewords, and bonus content.
Passion. Power. Secrets. Enchantment. Enter the secret world of the Shadowhunters with this
handsomely packaged boxed set that includes Clockwork Angel, Clockwork Prince, and Clockwork
Princess. The villainous Mortmain and his terrifying clockwork army are on the move to destroy the
Shadowhunters. Can Tessa, Jem, and Will stop his infernal plot? This complete collectible set of three
paperback volumes is a perfect gift for newcomers to the series and for loyal fans alike.
The Shadowhunter's Codex Cassandra Clare 2013-10-29 "A fictional guide to the Shadowhunter's
universe"-City of Lost Souls Cassandra Clare 2016
The Mortal Instruments Cassandra Clare 2019-07 The Mortal Instruments collection, all six
internationally bestselling Shadowhunters books in one set. Discover the world of the Shadowhunters as
they wage a terrifying war to keep the world safe from demons in the sensational and internationally
bestselling Mortal Instruments series by Cassandra Clare.
Navigating the Shadow World Liv Spencer 2013-07-01 An exploration as well as a literary celebration of
the fascinating young adult fantasy series, this companion guide takes readers deep into the rich
universe of Cassandra Clare’s New York Times–bestselling Shadowhunter Chronicles franchise. With
intelligent yet accessible dissections of each volume of both the Mortal Instruments series and the
Infernal Devices series, Liv Spencer delivers the next best thing to a Shadowhunter’s codex with
commentary on the books as well as their references to folklore, legends, and literature. The guide also
recounts Cassandra Clare’s publishing story, from journalist and fan fiction writer to bestselling author;
explores the cast and crew who brought the first book to life in the film The Mortal Instruments: City of
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Bones, premiering in August 2013; and delves into the franchise’s fans, a passionate community that is
anything but mundane. From the Clave to Chairman Meow and demon pox to dastardly ducks,
Navigating the Shadow World is both an insightful introduction to the world of Cassandra Clare and a
satisfying companion book for fans.
Ghosts of the Shadow Market Cassandra Clare 2020-07-07 A #1 New York Times bestseller! From #1
New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller Cassandra Clare comes an exciting short story collection
that follows Jem Carstairs as he travels through the many Shadow Markets around the world. Ghosts of
the Shadow Market is set in the world of the Shadowhunters. The Shadow Market is a meeting point for
faeries, werewolves, warlocks, and vampires. There, the Downworlders buy and sell magical objects,
make dark bargains, and whisper secrets they do not want the Shadowhunters to know. Through two
centuries, however, there has been a frequent visitor to the Shadow Market from the very heart of the
Shadowhunters’ world. Jem Carstairs is searching through the Shadow Market, in many different cities
over long years, for a relic from his past. Follow Jem and see—against the backdrop of the Shadow
Market’s dark dealings and spectacle—Anna Lightwood’s doomed romance, Matthew Fairchild’s great
sin, and Tessa Gray as she is plunged into a world war. Valentine Morgenstern buys a soul at the
Market and a young Jace Wayland’s soul finds safe harbor. In the Market is hidden a lost heir and a
beloved ghost, and no one can save you once you have traded away your heart. Not even Jem.
Queen of Air and Darkness Cassandra Clare 2018-12-04 Dark secrets and forbidden love threaten the
very survival of the Shadowhunters in Cassandra Clare’s Queen of Air and Darkness, the final novel in
the New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling The Dark Artifices trilogy. Queen of Air and Darkness
is a Shadowhunters novel. What if damnation is the price of true love? Innocent blood has been spilled
on the steps of the Council Hall, the sacred stronghold of the Shadowhunters. Their society now teeters
on the brink of civil war. One fragment of the Blackthorn family flees to Los Angeles, seeking to
discover the source of the disease that is destroying the race of warlocks. Meanwhile, Julian and Emma
take desperate measures to put their forbidden love aside and undertake a perilous mission to Faerie to
retrieve the Black Volume of the Dead. What they find there is a secret that may tear the Shadow World
asunder and open a dark path into a future they could never have imagined. Caught in a race against
time, Emma and Julian must save the world of the Shadowhunters before a deadly curse destroys them
and everyone they love.
The Shadowhunter's Codex Cassandra Clare 2013-10-29 Delve into the details of all things
Shadowhunter with this illustrated guide to the knowledge and lore of the Shadowhunter world. Since
the thirteenth century, the Shadowhunter’s Codex has been the one and only manual for
Shadowhunters looking to brush up on their demon languages, learn proper stele use, and discover just
what exactly a pyxis is. Featured in both The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal Devices, this guide is
a necessity for any young Nephilim on their journey to becoming a Shadowhunter. Beautifully
illustrated, the Codex contains images of the famous Shadowhunter homeland of Idris, as well as
depictions of demons and other Downworlders. But this isn’t just any copy of The Shadowhunter’s
Codex. It’s Clary’s copy, and as an artist herself, she’s sketched pictures of her friends and family in the
book, and scrawled helpful advice in the margins. Of course, she couldn’t exactly stop Jace or Simon
from adding their thoughts either. Part encyclopedia, part history, part training manual—complete with
commentary from Shadowhunters who have seen it all—this beautiful guide is a perfect supplement to
the #1 New York Times bestselling series.
Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy Cassandra Clare 2016-11-15 The New York Times and USA
TODAY bestselling collection of short stories chronicling the adventures of Simon Lewis as he trains to
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become a Shadowhunter is now available in print with ten brand-new comic illustrations! Simon Lewis
has been a human and a vampire, and now he is becoming a Shadowhunter. The events of City of
Heavenly Fire left him stripped of his memories, and Simon isn’t sure who he is anymore. So when the
Shadowhunter Academy reopens, Simon throws himself into this new world of demon-hunting,
determined to find himself again. Whomever this new Simon might be. But the Academy is a
Shadowhunter institution, which means it has some problems. Like the fact that non-Shadowhunter
students have to live in the basement. At least Simon’s trained in weaponry—even if it’s only from hours
of playing D&D. Join Simon on his journey to become a Shadowhunter, and learn about the Academy’s
illustrious history along the way, through guest lecturers such as Jace Herondale, Tessa Gray, and
Magnus Bane. Written by Cassandra Clare, Sarah Rees Brennan, Maureen Johnson, and Robin
Wasserman, these moving and hilarious short stories are perfect for the fan who just can’t get enough
of the Shadowhunters.
The Shadowhunter's Codex Cassandra Clare 2013-10-29 "A fictional guide to the Shadowhunter's
universe"-The Shadowhunter's Codex Cassandra Clare 2015-10-01 Since the 13th century, the 'Shadowhunter's
Codex' has been the one and only manual for Shadowhunters looking to brush up on their demon
languages, learn proper stele use and discover just what exactly a pyxis is. Featured in both 'The Mortal
Instruments' and 'The Infernal Devices', this guide is a necessity for any young Nephilim on their
journey to becoming a Shadowhunter.
The Lost Book of the White Cassandra Clare 2020-09-01 From #1 New York Times bestselling
authors Cassandra Clare and Wesley Chu comes the second book in the Eldest Curses series and a
thrilling new adventure for High Warlock Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood, for whom a death-defying
mission into the heart of evil is not just a job, it’s also a romantic getaway. The Lost Book of the White is
a Shadowhunters novel. Life is good for Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood. They’re living together in a
fabulous loft, their warlock son, Max, has started learning to walk, and the streets of New York are
peaceful and quiet—as peaceful and quiet as they ever are, anyway. Until the night that two old
acquaintances break into Magnus’s apartment and steal the powerful Book of the White. Now Magnus
and Alec will have to drop everything to get it back. They need to follow the thieves to Shanghai, they
need to call some backup to accompany them, and they need a babysitter. Also, someone has stabbed
Magnus with a strange magical weapon and the wound is glowing, so they have that to worry about too.
Fortunately, their backup consists of Clary, Jace, Isabelle, and newly minted Shadowhunter Simon. In
Shanghai, they learn that a much darker threat awaits them. Magnus’s magic is growing unstable, and
if they can’t stop the demons flooding into the city, they might have to follow them all the way back to
the source—the realm of the dead. Can they stop the threat to the world? Will they make it back home
before their kid completely wears out Alec’s mom?
If Birds Fly Back Carlie Sorosiak 2017-06-27 A sparkling debut about love, family, and the mysteries of
the universe, perfect for fans of Jandy Nelson and Nicola Yoon. Linny has kept a journal of famous
disappearances ever since her sister Grace ran away in the middle of the night. Sebastian is an aspiring
astrophysicist with a working theory for everything—but the one thing he can’t figure out is the identity
of his birth father. They haven’t met—yet—but Linny and Sebastian have one thing in common: an
obsession with famous novelist and filmmaker Àlvaro Herrera, who who went missing three years ago
and has just reappeared. As their lives converge around the mystery of Àlvaro, they begin to uncover
the answers they’ve been looking for. With humor and heart, debut author Carlie Sorosiak weaves a
story of searching for those who leave—and loving those who stay. "If Birds Fly Back feels like that last
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hazy, sun-drenched summer of high school, when you know you'll need to find your place in the world,
but you're busy laughing and falling in love under starlit skies. It's the rarest author who can pull off
laugh-out-loud hilarious, profound, and breathlessly romantic, all in the most sparkling prose. That
shortlist includes Rainbow Rowell, Nicola Yoon, and now, Carlie Sorosiak."—Jeff Zentner, acclaimed
author of The Serpent King and Goodbye Days
The Infernal Devices: Clockwork Prince Cassandra Clare 2013-09-03 Tessa Gray has found friends
among the Shadowhunters, supernatural protectors of mankind who possess angelic blood. But Tessa's
new life is threatened when some members of the Clave challenge Charlotte's leadership and pressure
her to resign. If Charlotte is forced out, Tessa will have to leave as well, making her easy prey for the
still-at-large Magister! Will and Jem are determined not to let this happen, but sometimes danger comes
from where it's least expected...
Clockwork Princess Cassandra Clare 2014-11-11 When seventeen-year-old orphaned shapechanger
Tessa Gray is kidnapped by the villainous Mortmain in his final bid for power, the London Institute
rallies to save her, but is beset by danger and betrayal at every turn.
A History of Notable Shadowhunters and Denizens of Downworld Cassandra Clare 2016-02-14
The Fiery Trial Cassandra Clare 2015-09-22 Simon and Clary reunite as they witness a Parabatai
ceremony…and discuss their own plans to be bonded. One of ten adventures in Tales from the
Shadowhunter Academy. Simon and Clary act as witnesses to the parabatai ceremony of Emma
Carstairs and Julian Blackthorn…and discuss their own parabatai plans in this precursor to The Dark
Artifices. This standalone e-only short story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New
York Times bestselling series, The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales
from the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments,
Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series. The Fiery Trial is written by
Cassandra Clare and Maureen Johnson. Read more of Cassandra Clare’s Shadowhunter Chronicles in
The Infernal Devices, The Mortal Instruments, and The Bane Chronicles.
Chain of Iron Cassandra Clare 2021-03-02 A #1 New York Times Bestseller! The Shadowhunters must
catch a killer in Edwardian London in this dangerous and romantic sequel to the #1 New York Times
bestselling novel Chain of Gold, from New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Cassandra
Clare. Chain of Iron is a Shadowhunters novel. Cordelia Carstairs seems to have everything she ever
wanted. She’s engaged to marry James Herondale, the boy she has always loved; she has a new life in
London with her best friend Lucie; and she bears the sword Cortana, a legendary hero’s blade. But the
truth is far grimmer. Cordelia’s marriage is a lie, arranged to save her reputation, while James remains
in love with the Grace Blackthorn. Cortana burns her when she touches it. And a serial murderer is
targeting the Shadowhunters of London, killing under cover of darkness, then vanishing without a
trace. Now Cordelia, James, and Lucie must follow the trail of the killer through the city’s most
dangerous streets. All the while, each is keeping a shocking secret: Lucie, that she is attempting to
raise the dead; Cordelia, that she has sworn a dangerous oath of loyalty to a mysterious power; and
James, that he himself may be the killer they seek.
Pale Kings and Princes Cassandra Clare 2015-07-21 As a former vampire, Simon gets along with
Downworlders. The Clave does not. One of ten adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. As
a former vampire, Simon’s always been sympathetic to Downworlders. But after a training exercise goes
wrong, he gets a glimpse into the Shadowhunters’ prejudice as he learns about the origin of Helen and
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Mark Blackthorn, principle characters in The Dark Artifices. This standalone e-only short story follows
the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling series, The Mortal
Instruments, as he trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy features
characters from Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark
Artifices and Last Hours series. Pale Kings and Princes is written by Cassandra Clare and Robin
Wasserman. Read more of Cassandra Clare’s Shadowhunter Chronicles in The Infernal Devices, The
Mortal Instruments, and The Bane Chronicles.
Shadowhunters Short Story Paperback Collection Cassandra Clare 2020-07-21 From #1 New York
Times and USA TODAY bestseller Cassandra Clare come thirty-one short stories set in the
Shadowhunter world, now together in one collectible paperback boxed set. Follow Magnus Bane as he
finds his way out of mishaps across history, Simon Lewis as he becomes a student in the
Shadhowhunter Academy, and Jem Carstairs as he searches the dark corners of the Shadow Markets for
a relic from his past. Now, for the first time, all thirty-one short stories set in the world of
Shadowhunters are in one place in this beautiful, collectible boxed set. This boxed set includes: The
Bane Chronicles Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy Ghosts of the Shadow Market
Shadowhunters and Downworlders Cassandra Clare 2013-01-29 Explore the world of the Mortal
Instruments with Cassandra Clare and more Join Cassandra Clare and a Circle of more than a dozen top
YA writers, including New York Times bestsellers Holly Black, Rachel Caine, and Kami Garcia, as they
write about the Mortal Instruments series, its characters, and its world. Inside you'll read: • A cinematic
tutorial on why the best friend (Simon) always loses out to the bad boy (Jace) • The unexpected benefits
of the incest taboo • What we can read between the lines of Alec and Magnus' European vacation • The
importance of friendship, art, humor, and rebellion • And more, from the virtues of Downworlders to the
naughty side of Shadowhunting
The Shadowhunter's Codex Cassandra Clare 2013 Since the 13th century, the 'Shadowhunters'
Codex' has been the one and only manual for Shadowhunters looking to brush up on their demon
languages, learn proper stele use and discover just what exactly a pyxis is. Featured in both 'The Mortal
Instruments' and 'The Infernal Devices', this guide is a necessity for any young Nephilim on their
journey to becoming a Shadowhunter.
Differently Normal Tammy Robinson 2018 "Heartbreaking and heartwarming in equal measure,
DIFFERENTLY NORMAL is about first love and the sacrifices you'll make for the ones you hold close.
For fans of Nicholas Sparks and Jojo Moyes. For Maddy, life is all about routine. It has to be, to keep
her autistic sister happy and healthy. With just Maddy and her mother as Bee's full-time carers, there's
no time in Maddy's life for complications like friends, let alone a boyfriend. So when Bee joins a new
Riding for the Disabled stable and they meet Albert, the last thing on Maddy's mind is falling in love.
Some things, she's about to learn, are outside of our control. Albert has resigned himself to always
being a disappointment to his strict father. When he meets Maddy, he gets a glimpse of what being part
of a family can be like, and of the tremendous sacrifices that people will make for the ones that they
love. DIFFERENTLY NORMAL is a heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, because sometimes it takes
letting someone else in to discover who you really are . . ."--Publisher information.
Clockwork Angel Cassandra Clare 2019-12-03 The #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller is
now available at an incredible low price for a limited time only! Discover the “compulsively readable”
(Booklist) first book in the Infernal Devices trilogy, prequel to the internationally bestselling Mortal
Instruments series! Clockwork Angel is a Shadowhunters novel. When Tessa Gray crosses the ocean to
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find her brother, her destination is England, the time is the reign of Queen Victoria, and something
terrifying is waiting for her in London’s Downworld, where vampires, warlocks, and other supernatural
folk stalk the gaslit streets. Only the Shadowhunters, warriors dedicated to ridding the world of
demons, keep order amidst the chaos. Kidnapped by a secret organization called The Pandemonium
Club, Tessa learns that she herself is a Downworlder with a rare ability: the power to transform into
another person. What’s more, the Magister, the shadowy figure who runs the Club, will stop at nothing
to claim Tessa’s power for his own. Friendless and hunted, Tessa takes refuge with the Shadowhunters
of the London Institute, who swear to find her brother if she will use her power to help them. She soon
finds herself fascinated by—and torn between—two best friends: James, whose fragile beauty hides a
deadly secret, and Will, whose caustic wit and volatile moods keep everyone in his life at arm’s
length…everyone, that is, but Tessa. As their search draws them deep into the heart of an arcane plot
that threatens to destroy the Shadowhunters, Tessa realizes that she may need to choose between
saving her brother and helping her new friends save the world…and that love may be the most
dangerous magic of all.
A History of Notable Shadowhunters and Denizens of Downworld Cassandra Clare 2016-11-01 A
very special anthology that's a must for all fans of the Shadowhunter novels! Featuring characters from
Cassandra Clare's international best-selling novels from the Shadowhunters world including The Mortal
Instruments, The Infernal Devices and The Dark Artifices, this anthology showcases beautifully
illustrated portraits from Cassandra Jean - creator of The Shadowhunter Tarot - alongside never-beforeknown details from Cassandra Clare about all your favourite characters.
Welcome to Shadowhunter Academy Cassandra Clare 2015-02-17 Simon Lewis never thought he’d
become a Shadowhunter…and now he has the chance. One of ten adventures in Tales from the
Shadowhunter Academy. After living as a Mundane and a Vampire, Simon never thought he would
become a Shadowhunter, but today he begins his training at Shadowhunter Academy. This standalone
e-only short story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling
series The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the Shadowhunter
Academy features characters from Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal Devices, and the
upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series. Welcome to Shadowhunter Academy is written by
Cassandra Clare and Sarah Rees Brennan.
City of Bones Cassandra Clare 2015-12-22 16-year-old Clary Fray is an ordinary teenager, who likes
hanging out in Brooklyn with her friends. But everything changes the night she witnesses a murder,
committed by a group of teens armed with medieval weaponry.
City of Bones Cassandra Clare 2013-06-28 Wise, inspirational or funny quotes from the script of The
Mortal Instruments, City of Bones, alongside character profiles and cast photos.
The Shadowhunter's Codex Joshua Lewis 2013 Congratulations. You are ready to embark upon the
righteous and rewarding life of a Shadowhunter. We have been chosen by the angel to keep our world
safe from evil creatures we call "Demons". And now you are one of us, and with this book, you will learn
our lore and our ways. Angels, demons, faeries, vampires, werewolves, warlocks; they all exist, and they
all must be managed and kept at peace. Welcome to our ranks, and study hard. This book will be the
difference between life and death.
The Red Scrolls of Magic Cassandra Clare 2020-05-05 A #1 New York Times bestseller! “A rip-roaring
adventure merged with satisfying romance.” —Entertainment Weekly “[A] swashbuckling launch to the
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Eldest Curses series.” —Publishers Weekly From #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller
Cassandra Clare and award-winner Wesley Chu comes the first book in a new series full of “swoonworthy romance [and] abundant action” (Publishers Weekly). The Red Scrolls of Magic is a
Shadowhunters novel. All Magnus Bane wanted was a vacation—a lavish trip across Europe with Alec
Lightwood, the Shadowhunter who against all odds is finally his boyfriend. But as soon as the pair
settles in Paris, an old friend arrives with news about a demon-worshipping cult called the Crimson
Hand that is bent on causing chaos around the world. A cult that was apparently founded by Magnus
himself. Years ago. As a joke. Now Magnus and Alec must race across Europe to track down the
Crimson Hand before the cult can cause any more damage. Demons are now dogging their every step,
and it is becoming harder to tell friend from foe. As their quest for answers becomes increasingly dire,
Magnus and Alec will have to trust each other more than ever—even if it means revealing the secrets
they’ve both been keeping.
Lady Midnight Cassandra Clare 2017-10-03 "Shadowhunter Emma Carstairs and her parabatai Julian
Blackthorn race to stop a demonic plot that threatens Los Angeles"-City of Heavenly Fire Cassandra Clare 2015-05-05 "Darkness has descended on the Shadowhunter
world. Chaos and destruction overwhelm the Nephilim as Clary, Jace, Simon, and their friends band
together to fight the greatest evil they have ever faced: Clary's own brother. Nothing in this world can
defeat Sebastian--but if they journey to the realm of demons, they just might have a chance.."-Shadowhunters Short Story Collection Cassandra Clare 2019-06-18 From #1 New York Times and
USA TODAY bestselling author Cassandra Clare comes thirty-one short stories set in the Shadowhunter
world—now available together in a collectible hardcover boxed set for the first time! Follow Magnus
Bane as he finds his way out of mishaps across history, Simon Lewis as he finds himself in the
Shadhowhunter Academy, and Jem Carstairs as he searches the dark corners of the Shadow Markets for
a relic from his past. Now, for the first time, all thirty-one short stories set in the world of
Shadowhunters are in one place in this beautiful, collectible boxed set. This boxed set includes: The
Bane Chronicles Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy Ghosts of the Shadow Market
PJ Masks 3-Minute Bedtime Stories Various 2020-08-25 Perfect for little heroes (and their parents!)
looking for a bite-sized storytime, this book collects twelve PJ Masks adventures that can all be read in
three minutes or less! Do you want to go into the night to save the day? Then come along with the PJ
Masks—Catboy, Owlette, and Gekko—as they defeat Romeo, Night Ninja, and Luna Girl, all in a night’s
work. This treasury includes twelve favorite stories starring the PJ Masks, all timed to be read aloud in
about three minutes. Save the night with: Spring into Action! Catboy Saves the Sunshine Fly High,
Owlette! Gekko Speaks Up PJ Masks Save the Library! Hero School Super Cat Speed! PJ Masks Race to
the Moon! To the Cat Car! Fly High, Owl Glider! Go, Go, Gekko-Mobile! It’s Time to Save the Day! PJ
Masks © Frog Box / Entertainment One UK Limited / Walt Disney EMEA Productions Limited 2014
The Lost Herondale Cassandra Clare 2015-03-17 Simon learns the worst crime a Shadowhunter can
commit: desertion of their comrades. One of ten adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy.
In the early nineteenth century, Tobias Herondale abandoned his fellow Shadowhunters in the heat of
battle and left them to die. His life was forfeit, but Tobias never returned, and the Clave claimed his
wife’s life in exchange for Tobias’s. Simon and his fellow students are shocked to learn of this brutality,
especially when it is revealed the woman was pregnant. But what if the child survived…could there be a
lost Herondale line out in the world today? This standalone e-only short story follows the adventures of
Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling series The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to
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become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra
Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series.
The Lost Herondale is written by Cassandra Clare and Robin Wasserman.
Shadowhunters Slipcase (2019) Cassandra Clare 2019-11 View more details of this book at
www.walkerbooks.com.au
Chain of Gold Cassandra Clare 2021-08-31 "A brand-new series in the Shadowhunter world."--Cover.
The Whitechapel Fiend Cassandra Clare 2015-04-21 Jack the Ripper stalks through London, and only
the Shadowhunters can stop him. One of ten adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy.
Simon learns the truth behind the Jack the Ripper murders—“Jack” was stopped by Will Herondale and
his institute of Victorian Shadowhunters. This standalone e-only short story follows the adventures of
Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling series The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to
become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra
Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series.
The Whitechapel Fiend is written by Cassandra Clare and Maureen Johnson.
The Evil We Love Cassandra Clare 2015-06-16 All evil starts somewhere, and Simon Lewis learns how
The Circle—led by Valentine Morgenstern—began. One of ten adventures in Tales from the
Shadowhunter Academy. The Shadowhunter Academy has only just reopened following the disastrous
rise of the Circle. Now the faculty can finally admit to what happened when Valentine was a student.
This standalone e-only short story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York
Times bestselling series, The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales from
the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal
Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series. The Evil We Love is written by
Cassandra Clare and Robin Wasserman. Read more of Cassandra Clare’s Shadowhunter Chronicles in
The Infernal Devices, The Mortal Instruments, and The Bane Chronicles.
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